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Atomic Norm Denoising-Based Joint Channel
Estimation and Faulty Antenna Detection for
Massive MIMO
Peng Zhang, Lu Gan, Cong Ling and Sumei Sun
Abstract—We consider joint channel estimation and faulty
antenna detection for massive multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) systems operating in time-division duplexing (TDD)
mode. For systems with faulty antennas, we show that the impact
of faulty antennas on uplink (UL) data transmission does not
vanish even with unlimited number of antennas. However, the
signal detection performance can be improved with a priori
knowledge on the indices of faulty antennas. This motivates us
to propose the approach for simultaneous channel estimation
and faulty antenna detection. By exploiting the fact that the
degrees of freedom of the physical channel matrix are smaller
than the number of free parameters, the channel estimation
and faulty antenna detection can be formulated as an extended
atomic norm denoising problem and solved efficiently via the
alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM). Further-
more, we improve the computational efficiency by proposing
a fast algorithm and show that it is a good approximation of
the corresponding extended atomic norm minimization method.
Numerical simulations are provided to compare the performances
of the proposed algorithms with several existing approaches and
demonstrate the performance gains of detecting the indices of
faulty antennas.
Index Terms—Channel estimation, atomic norm, massive
MIMO, antenna failure.
I. INTRODUCTION
Massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) or large
antenna systems have been proposed in [1], where each base
station (BS) is equipped with a large number of antennas
that greatly exceeds the number of user terminals (UTs). As
a potential enabler for the development of future broadband
network, it offers many advantages over conventional point-
to-point MIMO, such as energy-efficiency, security, and ro-
bustness [2]. However, the spatial multiplexing gains and the
array gains of massive MIMO rely on accurate channel state
information at the transmitter (CSIT) [2], [3].
In time-division duplexing (TDD) massive MIMO systems,
only CSI for the uplink needs to be estimated due to the
assumption of channel reciprocity. Conventional methods on
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massive MIMO channel estimation include least squares (LS)
and minimum mean squared error (MMSE) [4]–[6]. A com-
pressed sensing (CS) based approach has been proposed to
address the channel estimation for massive MIMO systems
with a physical finite scattering channel model [7]. By em-
ploying random Bernoulli pilots at each user terminal (UT),
the channel estimation was converted into a low-rank approx-
imation problem and solved via quadratic semidefinite pro-
gramming (SDP). Recently, a novel atomic norm denoising-
based channel estimation method was proposed to further
improve the performance [8]. In [8], it is demonstrated that
the atomic norm denoising-based approach can outperforms
the least squares, the least squares scaled least squares [9]
and the compressed sensing-based methods [7] [10]. Similar
atomic norm denoising-based channel estimation method has
also been used for OFDM systems in [11], [12].
However, an important issue overlooked by research on
channel estimation for massive MIMO is the impact of faulty
antennas at the BS. The use of large-scale antenna arrays
brings many remarkable features, such as propagation loss
mitigation and low inter-user interference [1]–[3]. For the
consideration of network deployment, it might be more at-
tractive and practical to use large-scale antenna arrays with
inexpensive antenna elements. Thus, there is always a possi-
bility of failure of one or more elements in the large array
[13]–[16]. It is therefore important to analyze the impact
of faulty antennas on the channel estimation accuracy and
data transmission quality. Moreover, it would be significant
to promptly identify the faulty antennas, which is crucial for
replacement or reconfiguration. We note that the influence
of hardware impairments (e.g., amplifier nonlinearities, I/Q
imbalances, and quantization errors) has been considered in
[17]–[21]. Specifically, [21] analyzed the aggregate impacts of
different hardware impairments on massive MIMO systems.
However, the problem of hardware impairments is different
from the impact of faulty antennas: the distortion noise caused
by the hardware impairments is modeled as additive noise
(e.g., Gaussian distribution conditioned on given channel re-
alization) and applied to all the antennas at the BS [21]–[23];
on the other hand, the corruption noise due to faulty antennas
usually appears only on a small subset of the antenna array,
but with unknown distribution and unbounded magnitudes (see
Section II for the system model).
In this paper, we consider the channel estimation for massive
MIMO systems under the impact of faulty antennas. We
analyze the mean squared error of the signal detection with
2maximum ratio combining (MRC) and zero-forcing (ZF) re-
ceivers on the uplink (UL) in the large system limit. It has been
shown in [1] that a linear receiver can be used to eliminate
the effect of uncorrelated noise and small-scale fading when
considering an infinite number of fault-free antennas. Here,
we prove that the effect of faulty antennas does not vanish
even with unlimited number of antennas. Furthermore, we
show that the knowledge on the indices of faulty antennas
can be used to modify the receiver for better signal detection
performance. In particular, the resultant MSE is always smaller
than the original one in the large system limit. It is noted
that the improvement on signal detection depends on the
ability to acquire the indices of faulty antennas. Our main
contribution is an atomic denoising-based method that can
estimate the channel and detect faulty antennas simultaneously
in the training phase. Relying on this advantage, the system
will be able to: 1) monitor the antenna array; 2) identify
the faulty antennas; and 3) maintain good signal detection
performance before repair. In addition, we consider reducing
the computational complexity of the proposed method for
practical implementation. We propose a fast algorithm based
on the group lasso and prove that it can achieve nearly the
same performance as the atomic norm-based method.
Additional related work. Detection of the faulty elements
in large antenna arrays has been considered in [24]–[28].
In these works, different techniques are proposed to identity
the faulty elements based on the measurements of the “fault-
free” and “distorted” radiation patterns, e.g., back-propagation
[25], genetic algorithms [26] and Bayesian compressed sensing
[28]. In contrast, our work focuses on simultaneous channel
estimation and faulty antenna detection from the received
signals in pilot-aided training. In addition, our atomic norm
denoising-based approaches are novel in the faulty antennas
detection literature. On the other hand, antenna selection has
been studied to help to reduce the system complexity and cost
by using a smaller number of RF chains than the antennas
[29]–[32]. This is different from our work since they assume
that all the antennas are working and the CSI over all the
antennas is available.
Notations. We denote matrices and vectors by uppercase
and lowercase boldface letters respectively. For a vector a, we
denote by ai, (i ∈ [n] = {0, ..., n− 1}), its i-th element. We
represent a sequence of vectors by a0, ..., an−1. For a matrix
A,A(j,k) denotes the element on its j-th row and k-th column.
The vector obtained by taking the j-th row (k-th column) ofA
is represented by A(j,:) (A(:,k)). A
−1, A† and A∗ represent
the inverse, the pseudo-inverse and the conjugate transpose of
A. The Frobenius norm and spectral norm of A is denoted by
‖A‖F =
√
tr(A∗A) and ‖A‖2 respectively.
Outline. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we first introduce the system and channel models,
then review the concept of atomic norm and its application
in channel estimation for faultless antennas. In Section III,
we consider the channel estimation under faulty antennas. In
particular, we analyse the impact of faulty antennas on UL data
transmission, propose an approach to simultaneously estimate
the channel and identify the faulty antennas, and provide a
fast algorithm that can well approximate the atomic norm-
based approach. Section IV demonstrates the performance of
the proposed approaches through a series of numerical simu-
lations, followed by discussions and conclusions in Section V
and VI respectively.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Massive MIMO system model
For a massive MIMO system operating in TDD mode, only
CSI for the uplink needs to be estimated due to the assumption
of channel reciprocity. There is one BS equipped with a large
number of antennas M . In the uplink, K autonomous single-
antenna UTs send signals to the BS (M ≥ K). At the t-th
symbol time, the received signal yt ∈ CM at the BS can be
expressed as
yt = Hxt + nt, (1)
where H ∈ CM×K is the flat-fading quasi-static channel
matrix, xt ∈ CK denotes the transmitted vector of the K
users and nt ∈ CM is the complex Gaussian noise with zero
mean and unit variance. In the training phase, each user sends
a training sequence of length L. The signal model (1) can be
equivalently written as
Y = HX+N0, (2)
where X = [x1,x2, . . . ,xL] ∈ CK×L is the training matrix,
Y ∈ CM×L is the received signal matrix and N0 ∈ CM×L
is the noise matrix with independent and identically dis-
tributed (i.i.d.) CN (0, σ2) entries. The training matrix X =
[φT1 ;φ
T
2 ; . . . ;φ
T
K ] can be regarded as the collection of K
length-L training sequences from the UTs, where φk denotes
the training sequence transmitted from user k.
In this paper, we consider systems with faulty antennas at
the BS. Let S = γM , γ ∈ [0, 1], denote the number of faulty
antennas, then at the t-th symbol time, the distortion caused
by faulty antennas is denoted by an S-sparse vector wt, in
which case the received signal becomes yt = Hxt+wt+nt.
The support of wt’s indicates the indices of faulty antennas,
which is assumed to be arbitrary and static for a relative long
period. However, at different symbol times, the magnitude of
the sparse vectors may vary arbitrarily. The signal model in
the training phase is given by
Y = HX+W0 +N0, (3)
where W0 ∈ CM×L is a matrix with S non-zero rows to
account for the corruption caused by the S faulty antennas.
The indices of non-zero rows of W0 are equivalent to the
positions of faulty antennas at the BS. Our main task is to
estimate the channel matrix H and the positions of faulty
antennas based on the training matrix X and the received
signal matrix Y. We note that the system model (3) represents
a general scenario, where no statistical knowledge on the
channel matrix or the corruption is required.
B. Finite scattering channel model
In this paper, we consider a physical finite scattering model
that has been frequently used in the literature for massive
3MIMO systems [6], [7], [33]–[36]. This practical channel
model is motivated by two reasons. First, it characterizes a
poor scattering propagation environment, where the number
of physical objects is limited [37]–[40]. Second, it can also
describe the propagation channel where the scatters appear in
groups (a.k.a. clusters) with similar delays, angle-of-arrivals
(AoAs) and angle-of-departures (AoDs) [5], [41]. In this
channel model, the angular domain is divided into a finite
number of directions P , which is fixed and smaller than the
number of BS antennas. For uniform linear arrays (ULA), the
steering vector associated with each angle-of-arrival (AOA)
θp ∈ [−π/2, π/2], p = 1, . . . , P , is given by [34]
a(θp) , [1 e
−j2piD
λ
sin(θp) . . . e−j2pi
(M−1)D
λ
sin(θp)]T , (4)
where D is the antenna spacing at the BS and λ is the signal
wavelength. The channel vector from UT k to the BS is defined
as
hk =
1√
P
P∑
p=1
gkpa(θp),
where gkp is the random propagation coefficient from user k
to the BS. Hence, the channel matrix H can be written as
H =
1√
P
AG,
where A = [a(θ1), a(θ2), · · · , a(θP )] ∈ CM×P contains P
steering vectors and the path gain matrix G ∈ CP×K is as-
sumed to have independent entries with G(p,k) ∼ CN (0, δ2pk).
The variance δ2pk is the channel’s average attenuation including
the path loss and shadowing effects [5], [42]. In the rest of
this paper, we assume that δ2pk = 1 just for the simplicity. We
note that the analysis can be easily extended to different values
of δpk with more general distance-based power-law decaying
path-loss distributions.
C. LS and MMSE channel estimation
The conventional pilot-aided channel estimation is accom-
plished by transmitting a training sequence with length L ≥ K
from each user to the BS. Based on the received signal matrix
Y and the training matrix X as in (3), the least squares (LS),
LS scaled least squares (LS-SLS) channel estimates can be
written as [9]
ĤLS = YX
† = YX∗(XX∗)−1 (5)
ĤLS−SLS =
Ktr(YYH)
P(σ2KM + tr(YYH))YX
∗, (6)
and the minimum mean-square-error (MMSE) channel esti-
mate is given by [33]
ĤMMSE =
K
P A(A
∗A)−1A∗YX∗, (7)
where the total power is constrained by P = ‖X‖2F . We note
that the MMSE method assumes that the matrixA is available,
whereas our proposed channel estimation and faulty antenna
detection schemes do not require such assumption.
D. Atomic norm
Suppose a high-dimensional signal x can be formed as [43]
x =
r∑
i=1
ciai, ai ∈ A, cr ≥ 0,
where A is a set of atoms that consists of simple building
blocks of general signals (a.k.a atomic set). x is said to be
simple when it can be expressed as sparse linear combination
of atoms from some atomic set (i.e., r is relatively small).
The atomic set A can be very general: for example, if x is
a sparse vector, A could be the finite set of unit-norm one-
sparse vectors; if x is a low-rank matrix, A could be the set
of all unit-norm rank-1 matrices. The atomic norm is defined
as below.
Definition II.1 (Atomic Norm). [43] The atomic norm ‖ ·
‖A of A is the Minkowski functional (or the gauge function)
associated with the convex hull of A (conv(A)):
‖x‖A = inf{t > 0|x ∈ tconv(A)}. (8)
For example, when A is the set of unit-norm one-sparse
vectors in Cn, the atomic norm ‖ · ‖A is the l1 norm. When
A is the set of unit-norm rank-1 matrices, the atomic norm is
the nuclear norm (sum of singular values).
The atomic norm denoising problem is to use atomic norm
regularization to denoise a signal known to be a sparse
nonnegative combination of atoms from a set A. Suppose we
have an observation y = x+ n and that we know in a priori
that x can be expressed as a linear combination of a small
number of atoms from A. Intuitively, we could search over all
the possible short linear combinations fromA to select the one
which minimizes the error ‖y − x‖22. However, this problem
is NP-hard. We can estimate the signal through the following
convex optimization [44]
argmin
x
1
2
‖y − x‖22 + τ‖x‖A, (9)
where τ is a regularization parameter.
E. Atomic norm of the channel matrix
In this part, we describe the atomic norm of the channel
matrix and review our atomic norm denoising-based channel
estimation scheme proposed in [8]. Suppose {u1u2 . . .uP } is
a set ofK-dimensional vectors with unit-norm, i.e. ‖up‖2 = 1.
We define an atom as
A(θ,u) =
1√
M
a(θ)u∗,
where a(θ) follows (4) and the associated atomic set is given
by
A = {A(θ,u)|θ ∈ [−π/2, π/2], ‖u‖2 = 1}. (10)
Then, the channel matrix H can be represented as a non-
negative combination of P elements from the atomic set
H =
1√
P
AG =
P∑
p=1
cpA(θp,up),
4whereA contains P steering vectors and cp =
√
M
P ‖G(p,:)‖2.
The atomic norm of an arbitrary matrix V with respect to A
can be expressed as
‖V‖A = inf{t > 0 : V ∈ tconv(A)}
= inf{
∑
k
ck|V =
∑
k
ckA(θk,uk), ck ≥ 0},
where conv(A) is the convex hull of A. Based on this
definition, the atomic norm of the channel matrix can be
written as
‖H‖A ≤
P∑
p=1
cp =
P∑
p=1
√
M
P
‖G(p,:)‖2.
For the rest of this paper, the atomic norm ‖ · ‖A refers to the
one associated with the atomic set (10).
Next, we review the atomic norm denoising-based channel
estimation scheme. For an arbitrary row-wise orthonormal
matrix Φ ∈ CK×L (L ≥ K), i.e. ΦΦ∗ = I, our training
matrix X ∈ CK×L is given by
X =
√
P
K
Φ. (11)
Multiplying (2) by Φ∗, we obtain
Z ,
YΦ∗√P/K = H+N, (12)
whereN , 1√P/KN0Φ
∗ has i.i.d. CN (0, Kσ2P ) entries. Here,
the channel estimation is reduced to the estimation of a simple
model H from its noisy observations Z, which turns out to be
an atomic norm denoising problem (9). The estimated channel
matrix ĤAD (AD is short for atomic norm denoising) can be
obtained by the following atomic norm regularized algorithm:
ĤAD = argmin
H
1
2
‖H− Z‖2F + τ‖H‖A, (13)
where τ denotes a regularization parameter, the Frobenius
norm ‖H− Z‖2F is employed to promote the structure of the
additive noise and the penalization on the atomic norm is due
to the fact that the channel can be expressed as a non-negative
combination of a small number of elements from the atomic
set (i.e., P is small.). In [45], it is shown that (13) can be
efficiently implemented via the alternating direction method of
multipliers (ADMM). The channel estimation error has been
proved in [8, Proposition 1].
III. CHANNEL ESTIMATION WITH FAULTY ANTENNAS
In this section, we consider massive MIMO systems with
failure of arbitrary antennas at the BS. The uncertainty on
the indices of faulty antennas and the associated additive
corruption noise can affect the channel estimation accuracy,
and thus degrade the data transmission performance. We first
analyze the signal detection MSE with a linear receiver (MRC,
ZF) on the uplink in the large system limit, and show that the
effect of faulty antennas does not vanish even with an infinite
number of BS antennas. We then prove that a modified re-
ceiver can always achieve better signal detection performance
provided that the indices of faulty antennas are available. This
motivates the study of identifying faulty antennas before the
data transmission.
In the second part, we propose an atomic norm-based
method that can estimate the channel and detect faulty an-
tennas simultaneously in the training phase. By treating the
channel matrix as a low rank matrix, a stable principle
component pursuit (PCP)-based approach can also be applied.
We provide a comparison between the proposed method and
the stable PCP-based one.
Lastly, we present a fast algorithm and prove that it is a
good approximation of the atomic norm-based method.
A. Asymptotic Analysis
In the UL data transmission, the received signal is
y =
√
ρHx+w+ n, (14)
where ρ is the signal transmit power, the transmitted signal
from K users x ∈ CK is a random vector with zero mean
and covariance IK , the sparse vector w ∈ CM denotes the
corruption error due to faulty antennas at the BS, and n ∈ CM
is the independent additive noise with n ∼ CN (0, IM ).
We employ MRC (or ZF) receiver for the signal detection at
the BS, and assume perfect CSIH for the asymptotic analysis.
The mean squared error of signal detection E{‖x − x̂‖22} is
used as the performance measure, where the expectation is
with respect to x, n, and the channel matrix H. We assume
that x, n, and the channel matrix H are independent from
each other. We consider the large system limit, where S and
M grow infinitely large while keeping the ratio γ = S/M
fixed. In other words, the number of faulty antennas increases
proportionally with the number of total antennas. Here, M →
∞ means M →∞, S →∞, while γ, K and P are fixed.
We first present the asymptotic analysis in detail on MRC
receiver. Then, the same technique is employed to analyze the
signal detection performance of ZF receiver.
1) Asymptotic analysis on (modified) MRC receiver: Two
important preliminaries:
Lemma III.1. [46, Lemma 3.2] Let s = [s1 . . . sN ]
T where
si’s are i.i.d. zero mean, unit variance random variables with
finite fourth moment. Let A be a deterministic symmetric
positive definite matrix. Then
E{s∗As} = trA (15)
Based on the finite scattering channel model with A =
[a(θ1), a(θ2), · · · , a(θP )] ∈ CM×P containing P steering
vectors, we have [33, Equation (27-28)], for p 6= q,
1
M
a(θp)
∗a(θq) =
1
M
M−1∑
m=0
ej2pi
D
λ
(sin θp−sin θq)m
=
1
M
1− ej2piDλ (sin θp−sin θq)M
1− ej2piDλ (sin θp−sin θq)
M→∞→ 0,
and
1
M
a(θp)
∗a(θp) = 1.
5In other words,
1
M
A∗A M→∞→ IP (16)
By MRC, the estimation on the transmitted signal x is
x̂ =
H∗y√
ρM
=
H∗H
M
x+
H∗w√
ρM
+
H∗n√
ρM
(17)
The MSE can be decomposed as (18) at the top of the next
page.
Due to independence and (16)
E
{
x∗H∗w
M
}
= 0, E
{
x∗H∗n
M
}
= 0,
E
{
x∗H∗HH∗w
M2
}
= 0, E
{
x∗H∗HH∗n
M2
}
= 0,
E
{
w∗HH∗n
M2
}
= 0.
We have
E
{
n∗HH∗n
M2
}
=
E{tr(HH∗)}
M2
=
E{tr(AGG∗A∗)}
PM2
=
tr(AE{GG∗}A∗)
PM2
=
tr(AA∗)K
PM2
=
MPK
PM2
M→∞→ 0, (19)
where the first equality is due to Lemma III.1.
E{‖x‖22} = K (20)
E
{
x∗H∗Hx
M
}
=
1
P
E
{
x∗G∗A∗AGx
M
}
=
1
P
tr(
E{G∗A∗AG}
M
)
M→∞→ 1
P
tr(E{G∗G}) = K, (21)
where the last two steps are due to Lemma III.1 and (16)
respectively.
Similarly,
E
{
x∗H∗HH∗Hx
M2
}
=
E{tr(H∗HH∗H)}
M2
=
E{tr(G∗A∗AGG∗A∗AG)}
P 2M2
M→∞→ E{tr(G
∗GG∗G)}
P 2
=
K2
P
+
K
P
+K, (22)
E
{
w∗HH∗w
M2
}
=
E{w∗AGG∗A∗w}
PM2
=
w∗AE{GG∗}A∗w
PM2
=
K
PM2
‖A∗w‖22. (23)
Combine the above equations, we have
E{‖x− x̂‖22} M→∞→
K2
P
+
K
P
+
K
ρPM2
‖A∗w‖22. (24)
For any a(θi), i ∈ [P ], we have a(θi)∗w ≤ γM‖w‖∞. Hence,
0 ≤ K
ρPM2
‖A∗w‖22 ≤
Kγ2
ρ
‖w‖2∞. (25)
Next, we analyze the asymptotic MSE when the indices of
faulty antennas are known. We denote the support of w by
Ω ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, i.e., |Ω| = S = γM . Suppose Ω is known
in a priori at the BS, we shall prove that this knowledge can
be utilized to obtained better signal detection performance in
terms of asymptotic MSE. Let A denote the matrix obtained
by removing the rows of A indexed by Ω, A ∈ C(1−γ)M×P ,
and n ∈ C(1−γ)M represent the i.i.d. additive noise vector
with zero mean and unit variance.
Since the indices of faulty antennas Ω are known, we can
omit the readings received from those antennas at the BS. In
this way, the impact of w is removed and the received signal
is
y =
√
ρHx+ n, (26)
where H := 1√
P
AG.
By MRC, the transmitted signal can be recovered by
x =
H∗y
(1− γ)√ρM =
H∗Hx
(1− γ)M +
H∗n
(1− γ)M√ρ
For A = [a(θ1), a(θ2), · · · , a(θP )] with a(θi)’s being the
vectors obtained by removing the Ω-th entries of a(θi), we
have, for p 6= q,
1
(1− γ)M a(θp)
∗a(θq) =
1
(1 − γ)M
∑
m∈[M ]\Ω
ej2pi
D
λ
(sin θp−sin θq)m
M→∞→ 0,
and
1
(1 − γ)M a(θp)
∗a(θp) = 1.
Hence,
1
(1 − γ)MA
∗A M→∞→ IP (27)
Similarly, the asymptotic MSE can be obtained by applying
Lemma III.1 and (27)
E{‖x− x‖22}
= E{(x− x)∗(x− x)}
= E
{
‖x‖22 − 2
x∗H∗Hx
(1− γ)M − 2
x∗H∗n
(1− γ)M√ρ +
x∗H∗HH∗Hx
(1− γ)2M2
+2
x∗H∗HH∗n
(1− γ)2M2√ρ +
n∗HH∗n
(1 − γ)2M2√ρ
}
M→∞→ K
2
P
+
K
P
(28)
Hence, in the large system limit, the MSE obtained by
appealing to the knowledge on the indices of faulty antennas is
6E{‖x− x̂‖22} = E{(x− x̂)∗(x− x̂)}
= E
{
(x− H
∗H
M
x− H
∗w√
ρM
− H
∗n√
ρM
)∗(x− H
∗H
M
x− H
∗w√
ρM
− H
∗n√
ρM
)
}
= E
{
‖x‖22 − 2
x∗H∗Hx
M
− 2x
∗H∗w√
ρM
− 2x
∗H∗n√
ρM
+
x∗H∗HH∗Hx
M2
+ 2
x∗H∗HH∗w√
ρM2
+2
x∗H∗HH∗n√
ρM2
+
w∗HH∗w
ρM2
+ 2
w∗HH∗n
ρM2
+
n∗HH∗n
ρM2
}
(18)
always smaller than the one given by the conventional method
(compare (24) and (28)). Some remarks are in order.
1) The difference of the two MSEs ranges from 0 to
Kγ2
ρ ‖w‖2∞ (25). The result is consistent with the in-
tuitive understanding: when γ = 0, i.e. all antennas
are fault-free, the two MSEs are identical; in the worst
case, the difference Kγ
2
ρ ‖w‖2∞ is proportional to the
number of users K and inversely proportional to the
signal transmit power ρ.
2) In the large system limit with fault-free antennas, MRC
has been shown to mitigate the effect of uncorrelated
noise and small-scale fading [1]. When considering
faulty-antennas, our analysis indicates that the impact of
faulty-antennas does not vanish with unlimited number
of antennas. However, with the knowledge on the indices
of faulty antennas, this effect can be eliminated by a
simple modified MRC receiver.
3) In this paper, our analysis does not rely on any as-
sumption on the statistical model of the distortion noise
caused by faulty antennas. If the statistical information
on either the positions of faulty antennas or the mag-
nitude of the distortion caused by faulty antennas is
available/etimatable, other receivers (e.g. MMSE) could
be investigated.
4) When the channel matrix H is i.i.d. Gaussian, similar
result can be obtained by following the derivations
above.
2) Asymptotic analysis on (modified) ZF receiver: With a
similar technique, we shall show that a modified ZF receiver
with the knowledge on the indices of faulty antennas can
provide better signal detection performance in the large system
limit. The ZF receiver can suppress interuser interference and
perform well at high SNR. For the ZF receiver, we assume
that P ≥ K 1. Here, we use E{‖x− x̂‖2} as the performance
metric for convenience. Without a priori knowledge on the
indices of faulty antennas, the signal recovered by ZF receiver
can be written as
x̂ =
H†y√
ρ
= x+
H†w√
ρ
+
H†n√
ρ
,
1This is to ensure that G∗G is invertible. The same assumption has been
used in the literature, e.g. [33].
whereH† , (H∗H)−1H∗. DenotingG† , (G∗G)−1G∗, the
asymptotic error is given by
E{‖x− x̂‖2} ≤ 1√
ρ
E{‖H†w‖2}+ E{‖H†n‖2}
=
1√
ρ
E{
∥∥∥∥(G∗A∗AGP )−1G
∗A∗√
P
w
∥∥∥∥
2
}
=
√
P√
ρM
E{
∥∥∥∥(G∗A∗AGM )−1G∗A∗w
∥∥∥∥
2
}
M→∞→
√
P√
ρM
E{∥∥(G∗G)−1G∗A∗w∥∥
2
}
≤
√
P√
ρM
E{∥∥G†∥∥
2
}‖A∗w‖2
(a)
≤
√
P√
ρM(
√
P −√K)‖A
∗w‖2
(b)
≤ γP‖w‖∞√
ρ(
√
P −√K) ,
where (a) is based on Gordon’s theorem for Gaussian matrices
( [47, Theorem 5.32]) and the fact that smin(G) = 1/‖G†‖
with smin(G) denoting the smallest singular value of G;
(b) is due to a similar technique to obtain (25). Like the
modified MRC receiver, we can omit the readings from the
faulty antennas if their locations are available, and apply ZF
receiver to the signal (26). We have
x =
H†y√
ρ
= x+
H†n√
ρ
.
The asymptotic error is E{‖x − x‖2} M→∞→ 0, which
demonstrates the improved signal detection performance of
the modified ZF receiver.
Remark III.2. Consider the case when the number of domi-
nant AoAs P also grows infinitely large and assume that M
grows at a greater rate than P (as in [33, Remark 1]). Here,
M,P → ∞ means M → ∞, S →∞, P → ∞, while γ and
K are fixed. We have
1
M
A∗A
M,P→∞→ IP ,
1
P
G∗G
M,P→∞→ IK .
7For the MRC receiver without the knowledge on the indices
of the faulty antennas, the affected term is (22), which is now
given by
E
{
x∗H∗HH∗Hx
M2
}
M,P→∞→ K. (29)
Therefore, we have E{‖x − x̂‖22} M,P→∞→ KρPM2 ‖A∗w‖22.
It is noted that this term is bounded by (25). If the indices of
the faulty antennas are available, it can be proven that E{‖x−
x‖22} M,P→∞→ 0 by following the same steps.
For the ZF receiver, it can be shown that the ZF receiver
is equivalent to the MRC receiver when M,P → ∞ and M
growing at a greater rate than P . We have
x̂ =
H†y√
ρ
=
(H∗H)−1H∗y√
ρ
=
1
M
(
G∗A∗AG
MP
)−1
H∗y√
ρ
M,P→∞→ H
∗y√
ρM
,
which is the same as the estimation given by the MRC receiver
(17). Hence, the asymptotic signal detection MSE follows the
results for the MRC receiver.
B. The proposed method
Since the magnitude of the sparse distortion w may change
arbitrarily for different symbol intervals, estimation of the
exact vector w that affects data transmission is impossible.
From the asymptotic analysis in the previous subsection, we
may estimate the channel matrix and detect the indices of
faulty antennas simultaneously in the training phase and apply
the modified MRC/ZF receiver to guarantee signal detection
performance. We therefore propose the following method.
We assume that the training matrixX is constructed as (11).
Multiplying (3) by Φ∗, we obtain
Z ,
YΦ∗√P/K = H+W +N, (30)
where N , 1√P/KN0Φ
∗ has i.i.d. CN (0, Kσ2P ) entries and
W , 1√P/KW0Φ
∗ ∈ CM×K is still a matrix with S nonzero
rows. Also, the indices of nonzero rows of W are the same
as those ofW0. Now, our problem is to decompose the given
matrix Z into a sum of three component matrices, each of
which is ‘simple’ in a sense described by the corresponding
norm. To recoverH andW, we propose to solve the following
extended atomic norm minimization algorithm:
argmin
H,W
1
2
‖H+W − Z‖2F + τ1‖H‖A + τ2‖W‖2,1. (31)
Here, the function ‖·‖2,1 representing the sum of the Euclidean
norms of the rows of the matrix is applied since W is a
matrix with a small number of nonzero rows. Although the
dimensions ofW0 andW are different, recoveringW is good
enough since its indices of nonzero rows are the same as those
ofW0. To implement the proposed algorithm, we reformulate
it into a matrix decomposition problem
argmin
H,W,N
1
2
‖N‖2F + τ1‖H‖A + τ2‖W‖2,1 (32)
s.t. H+W +N = Z,
which can be solved based on exchange and ADMM [48]. De-
tail steps are included in Algorithm 1. In every iteration, each
of the matrices H,W,N is updated by a convex optimization
algorithm. As shown in Algorithm 1, the updates on W and
N have simple closed form solutions. While for the update on
H,
H = argmin
H
τ1‖H‖A + 1
2
‖H−Vk1‖2F (33)
is exactly the atomic norm regularization algorithm in (13),
which can be efficiently implemented by the ADMM as
described in [45].
Remark III.3. In the case of K = 1, the problem (30) is
reduced to the line spectrum estimation of a vector signal that
is corrupted by sparse noise and dense noise. Currently, the
theoretical guarantee has been proved only when the dense
noise is absent [49], [50]. When both the sparse noise and the
dense noise exist, a vector version of the proposed extended
atomic norm minimization algorithm is adapted to recover the
signal [50]. In addition, the vector version has been applied in
the delay-doppler estimation for OFDM passive radar [51].
C. The stable PCP-based approach
In the proposed method, we can simultaneously estimate the
channel and detect faulty antennas by mainly exploring the
knowledge that the intrinsic information of the channel matrix
is small, that is the channel matrix is a linear combination
of a small number of elements from the atomic set (10). We
note that similar idea of exploring the intrinsic information for
channel estimation has been considered based on compressed
sensing. In [7], [10], [52], where no faulty antenna is consid-
ered, channel estimation is transformed into a low-rank matrix
recovery problem by noticing the fact that the channel matrix is
low rank for finite scattering channel models. Comparing with
our proposed method, it naturally leads to another algorithm
for channel estimation and faulty antenna detection. By relying
on the knowledge that the channel matrix H is low rank,
we can solve the matrix decomposition problem (30) by the
following algorithm
argmin
H,W,N
1
2
‖N‖2F + λ1‖H‖∗ + λ2‖W‖2,1 (34)
s.t. H+W +N = Z,
where ‖ · ‖∗ denotes the nuclear norm. In other words, the
algorithm is to recover a low rank matrix which is corrupted by
a row-sparse matrix and additive noise. We note that the above
algorithm is quite similar to the stable principle component
pursuit (PCP) algorithm [53]. The only difference is that in
[53] W is a sparse matrix, whereas here it is a row-sparse
8Algorithm 1 Implementation of the extended atomic norm
minimization algorithm
Input: Z, τ1, τ2
Initialize: H(0), W(0), N(0), U(0)
for k = 1, 2, . . . do
Xk =
1
3
(Hk +Wk +Nk)
Vk1 = H
k −Xk + (1/3)Z−Uk
Vk2 =W
k −Xk + (1/3)Z−Uk
Vk3 = N
k −Xk + (1/3)Z−Uk
Hk+1 = argmin
H
τ1‖H‖A + 1
2
‖H−Vk1‖2F
Wk+1 = argmin
W
τ2‖W‖2,1 + 1
2
‖W −Vk2‖2F
Nk+1 = argmin
N
1
2
‖N‖2F +
1
2
‖N−Vk3‖2F
Xk+1 =
1
3
(Hk+1 +Wk+1 +Nk+1)
Uk+1 = Uk +Xk+1 − (1/3)Z
Solve forHk+1 by another ADMM algorithm as in [45]
Solve for Wk+1 and Nk+1
Wk+1(m,:) = (1−
τ2
‖(Vk2 )(m,:)‖2
)+(V
k
2 )(m,:)
Nk+1 =
1
2
Vk3
⊲ m = 1, . . . ,M
⊲ (x)+ = x if x ≥ 0 and (x)+ = 0 otherwise
end for
return H, W
matrix. This stable PCP-based algorithm (34) can be efficiently
implemented via ADMM2. The update steps are in general
the same as those of our proposed method (see Algorithm 1).
The difference is on the update of H, where the following
algorithm is implemented,
H = argmin
H
λ1‖H‖∗ + 1
2
‖H−Vk1‖2F . (35)
D. A fast algorithm
Comparing with LS-based channel estimation methods, the
proposed atomic norm-based method has higher computational
complexity. The computational complexity for LS and LS-
SLS methods are O(MLK + K3) and O(M2L + MLK)
respectively. As shown in Algorithm 1, the main step of our
proposed algorithm is to update the estimated channel matrix
H (33), while the rest updates have closed form solutions.
The dominate operation in each iteration for solving (33) is
the eigenvalue decomposition of a (M + K) × (M + K)
matrix, hence the complexity is O((M +K)3). Similarly, for
2In the literature, the stable PCP can also be solved by standard SDP and
fast proximal gradient algorithm. However, the state-of-art solver is by ADMM
[53], [54].
the stable PCP-based approach (34), the main step is also
to update the estimated channel matrix by solving (35). In
this algorithm, the dominate operation in each iteration is the
singular value decomposition (SVD) for a M × K matrix,
which has computational complexityO(M2K+K3). We note
that the computational complexity of the stable PCP-based
approach is slightly better than our proposed method, however,
its performance is degraded. In this part, we present a fast
algorithm for the proposed atomic norm-based approach. We
prove that the fast algorithm performs as well as the atomic
norm-based approach, and has a much lower computational
complexity than both the atomic norm and stable PCP-based
approaches.
Recall that the steering vector associated with each angle-
of-arrival (AOA) is given by
a(θ) , [1 e−j2pi
D
λ
sin(θ) . . . e−j2pi
(M−1)D
λ
sin(θ)]T ,
where θ ∈ [−π/2, π/2] and Dλ < 1. For each θ ∈ [−π/2, π/2],
we can find a corresponding f ∈ [0, 1) such that the steering
vector can be written as
a(f) , [1 ej2pif . . . ej2pi(M−1)f ]T .
Accordingly, the atomic set in (10) can be expressed as
A = {A(f,u) = 1√
M
a(f)u∗|f ∈ [0, 1), ‖u‖2 = 1}. (36)
To present the fast algorithm, we divide the interval [0, 1) into
N uniform grids and define a new atomic set
AN = {AN (f,u)|f ∈ {0, 1
N
, . . . ,
N − 1
N
}, ‖u‖2 = 1},
(37)
where AN (f,u) =
1√
M
a(f)u∗. Based on the new atomic set,
the channel matrix can be written as
H =
1√
P
FG =
N∑
i=1
ciAN (fi,ui), (38)
where F = [ 1√
M
a(0), . . . , 1√
M
a(N−1N )] ∈ CM×N (M < N )
is the first M rows of a normalized discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) matrix, G ∈ CN×K and ci =
√
M
P ‖G(i,:)‖2. If the
channel matrix is related to a finite scattering channel model
with P paths, the above expression indicates thatG is a matrix
with P non-zero rows. The atomic norm of the channel matrix
associated with the new atomic set is given by
‖H‖AN = inf{
∑
i
ci|H =
∑
i
ciAN (fi,ui)} (39)
= inf{
∑
i
√
M
P
‖G(i,:)‖2|H = 1√
P
FG} (40)
= inf{
√
M
P
‖G‖2,1|H = 1√
P
FG}. (41)
Now, we can solve the matrix decomposition problem (30) by
the following algorithm
argmin
H,W,N
1
2
‖N‖2F + ν1‖H‖AN + ν2‖W‖2,1 (42)
s.t. H+W +N = Z.
9One important question is that when the frequencies f ∈ [0, 1)
of the channel are not on the uniform grids, the new atomic
norm ‖H‖AN will deviate from the original one ‖H‖A and
lead to additional estimation error. Here, we address this
question by proving that ‖H‖AN is a good approximation of
‖H‖A by setting N a constant factor larger than MK . In
particular, we have (See Appendix A for the proof)
(1− 2πMK
N
)
1
2 ‖H‖AN ≤ ‖H‖A ≤ ‖H‖AN . (43)
The above result indicates that ‖H‖AN is a good approxi-
mation of ‖H‖A when N = O(MK) and the gap between
them approaches zero as N → ∞. We note that the term
(1 − 2piMKN )
1
2 is not tight, which means N ≥ 2πMK is not
necessarily required in practice.
Next, we proceed to explain the computational efficiency
of the new algorithm. Clearly, the algorithm (42) can still
be implemented by exchange and ADMM, as the one for
algorithm (31) in Algorithm 1. The key difference is to change
the update step of H to
H = argmin
H
ν1‖H‖AN +
1
2
‖H−Vk1‖2F , (44)
which is equivalent to
G = argmin
G
ν1‖G‖2,1 + 1
2
‖FG−Vk1‖2F (45)
H = FG, (46)
where the first algorithm is a group lasso for the recovery
of a matrix with small number of non-zero rows. It can be
solved iteratively with each iteration dominated by the matrix
multiplication by F. Hence, the computational complexity of
the fast algorithm is O(MK log(MK)) by relying on the
efficiency of the FFT.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we conduct numerical experiments on
massive MIMO systems with faulty antennas to demonstrate
the performance of our proposed extended atomic norm
denoising-based method (exAD) (31) and the fast atomic
norm denoising-based method (fsAD) (42). We also include
the simulation results of the LS-based methods, the MMSE
method and the stable PCP-based algorithm (stPCP) (34) for
comparison.
We consider the signal model in (3) and the pilot matrix
given by (11). The additive noise term N0 is a M ×L matrix
with i.i.d. CN (0, σ2) entries. For the distortion matrix W0,
the indices of the nonzero rows are selected uniformly at
random and each nonzero entry is an i.i.d. Bernoulli random
variable scaled by 4
√
ρ, where ρ represents the power of the
transmit symbol. Here, the setting of the distortion matrix is
rather arbitrary and aims at generating the synthetic data for
the distortion noise caused by faulty antennas. The magnitude
4
√
ρ is selected such that the distortion noise caused at any
faulty antenna is proportional to the signal power received at
that antenna. However, we remark that our proposed method
does not rely on the distribution of nonzero rows or entries of
the distortion matrix. The steering vector is set to D/λ = 0.3,
AOA θp = −π/2 + (p − 1)π/P , p = 1, 2, . . . , P , as in [4]
[6] [7]. The channel estimation error (dB) is measured by the
following normalized norm
10 log10(
1
MK
‖H− Ĥ‖2F ). (47)
To measure the performances of different algorithms on
faulty antenna detection, we define the faulty antenna detection
error in the following way. Associated with the distortion
matrixW0, we define a length-M binary vector s with entries
1 indicating the locations of faulty antennas and 0 for fault-
free antennas. For example, if only the second row of W0
is nonzero, then we have s = 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0. Similarly,
we can obtain an estimated binary vector sˆ based on the
estimated distortion matrix Ŵ. The faulty antenna detection
error is defined as the hamming distance between s and sˆ, i.e.,
hamming(s, sˆ), which accounts for both miss detection and
false alarm. Hence, the value of the faulty antenna detection
error can range from 0 to M .
Our proposed algorithms (exAD, fsAD) and the stPCP
algorithm essentially solve a matrix decomposition problem
based on Z. The selection of each pair of regularization
parameters follows the approach in [48] as below. From (49),
(50) and (43), we have
‖Z‖∗AN ≤ ‖Z‖∗A ≤ ‖Z‖2, (48)
where ‖Z‖2 is the dual norm of ‖Z‖∗. The dual norm of
‖Z‖2,1 is ‖Z‖2,∞ := maxi ‖Z(i, :)‖2. The first and second
regularization parameters of each algorithm are respectively
upper bounded by ‖Z‖2 and ‖Z‖2,∞, above which the optimal
values of H and W are zero. Hence, the regularization
parameters are set to a down scaled version of ‖Z‖2 and
‖Z‖2,∞. We use N = MK for the fast algorithm.
In the first simulation, we set the number of BS antennas
M = 120, the number of faulty antennas S = ⌊0.05M⌋,
number of paths P = 20, length of pilot sequences L = 10,
the number of users K = 10 and SNR= 10 dB. To compare
the performances of different regularization algorithms, we
vary their first regularization parameters (i.e. τ1, ν1 and λ1)
at different scaling levels and keep the second regularization
parameter fixed. The reason is that the first regularization pa-
rameters are associated with the penalties on the corresponding
norms of the estimated channel matrix, which are different for
each algorithm. On the other hand, the norms of the distortion
matrix (‖W‖2,1) are the same for all three algorithms. We vary
the scalar α = [0 : 0.05 : 1], and set {τ1, ν1, λ1} = α‖Z‖2
(exAD, fsAD and stPCP), {τ2, ν2, λ2} = 0.5‖Z‖2,∞. For each
scalar and each algorithm, 10 iterations are run to obtain the
average channel estimation error and faulty antenna detection
error.
Fig. 1a shows the channel estimation error for different
methods at different scaling levels of the first regularization
parameter3. Obviously, the performances of LS, LS-SLS and
MMSE based methods are independent of the value of the first
regularization parameter. We note that the LS based method
converges to the LS-SLS based one, while the MMSE method
3The x-axis denotes the scalar α, while the actual value of the first
regularization parameter is α‖Z‖2.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the channel estimation methods for different values of α ∈ [0 : 0.05 : 1] with {τ1, ν1, λ1} = α‖Z‖2, {τ2, ν2, λ2} = 0.5‖Z‖2,∞,
M = 120, S = ⌊0.05M⌋, K = 10, P = 20 and L = 10.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the channel estimation methods for different values of α ∈ [0 : 0.05 : 1] with {τ1, ν1, λ1} = α‖Z‖2, {τ2, ν2, λ2} = 0.5‖Z‖2,∞,
M = 60, S = ⌊0.05M⌋, K = 10, P = 20 and L = 10.
provides a better performance due to its extra assumption
on knowing A. For the regularization algorithms, the first
regularization parameter traces out a path of solutions. The
original channel matrices are overestimated when the scalar
is too small, and over-shrunken when the scalar is too large.
At scaling levels α = {0.3, 0.2, 0.5}, the exAD, fsAD and
stPCP respectively achieve the smallest channel estimation
error. Although the MMSE method utilizes extra knowledge
on the matrix A, it is interesting to note that our proposed
algorithms are comparable to the MMSE method. In addition,
it indicates that both of them provide better channel estima-
tion performance than the stPCP algorithm. Furthermore, the
smallest channel estimation error given by the fast algorithm
(fsAD) is comparable with that from the original algorithm
(exAD), which is consistent with our theoretical results in (43).
In addition to channel estimation, the regularization algorithms
simultaneously provide estimation on the locations of faulty
antennas at the BS. Fig. 1b shows their performances on
detecting faulty antennas. It indicates that the algorithms can
faithfully detect faulty antennas when the scalar is within
certain ranges.
For the second simulation, the setting is the same as the
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the channel estimation methods for different values
of P with α = {0.3, 0.2, 0.5}, {τ1, ν1, λ1} = α‖Z‖2, {τ2, ν2, λ2} =
0.5‖Z‖2,∞ , M = 120, S = ⌊0.05M⌋, K = 10, P = 20 and L = 10.
first one but the number of antennas at the BS reduced to
M = 60. As shown in Fig. 2a, the scaling levels at which the
regularization algorithms achieve smallest channel estimation
error are slightly changed to α = {0.45, 0.3, 0.4}, which are
rather stable considering the large reduction on M . Also, Fig.
2b indicates that the ranges within which each algorithm can
faithfully detect faulty antennas cover the corresponding points
{0.45, 0.3, 0.4}.
The impact of the number of AoAs. In this simulation, we
investigate the channel estimation performances of different
algorithms with respect to different number of directions P .
The setting is the same as that of the first simulation, but the
scaling levels of the first regularization parameters are fixed at
α = {0.3, 0.2, 0.5}. As shown in Fig. 3, the performances of
LS based and LS-SLS based methods are independent of the
value of P . On the other hand, the performances of the rest
algorithms degrade as P increases.
The impact of the faulty antennas on MMSE. In the above
simulations, it is noted that the proposed algorithms can
sometimes perform better than the MMSE estimation method.
When the noise term is Gaussian distributed, using MMSE
estimation is optimal [55]. In the above simulations, the
received signal is affected by both the additive noise N0
and the corruption noise W0 due to the faulty antennas.
Therefore, even with the knowledge on the angular support
A, using MMSE estimation may not always provide optimal
performance since the noise term N0 +W0 is not Gaussian
distributed. To further elaborate this point, simulation results
considering zero faulty antenna are included here. In this case,
the only noise term N0 is Gaussian distributed. The setting of
this simulation is the same as the first one except for two
things: the number of faulty antennas is zero, i.e. S = 0, and
the values of the second regularization parameters (τ2, ν2, λ2)
are set to infinity such that the estimated number of faulty
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the channel estimation methods for different values of
α ∈ [0 : 0.05 : 1] with {τ1, ν1, λ1} = α‖Z‖2, {τ2, ν2, λ2} = 0.5‖Z‖2,∞,
M = 120, S = 0, K = 10, P = 20 and L = 10.
antennas would always be zero. As shown in Fig. 4, MMSE
estimation exhibits the best performance, which is consistent
with the theoretical understanding.
The impact of random AoAs. Next, we demonstrate the
impact of the distribution of the AoAs on the performance.
The simulation follows the settings of the first one except
that the AoAs are chosen randomly in [−π/2, . . . , π/2]. Three
different resolution settings are selected for the fsAD algo-
rithm: fsAD1 10 with N = MK/10, fsAD with N = MK
and fsAD4 with N = 4MK . As shown in Fig. 5, fsAD
(N = MK) is still able to provide a low normalized
estimation error. For N = 4MK , the performance is further
improved and becomes very close to that of exAD. On the
other hand, the normalized estimation error increases when
N = MK/10, which indicates that the resolution of the grid
(i.e. N ) does influence the performance. The simulation results
are consistent with the theoretical implications.
The effect of the second regularization parameters. In pre-
vious simulations, we vary the first regularization parameters
(i.e. τ1, ν1 and λ1) at different scaling levels and keep the
second regularization parameters fixed. By doing so, we are
able to demonstrate the effects of other factors (i.e., M , P ,
and AoAs). We include additional simulation results here to
demonstrate the impact of the second regularization parameters
on the performance. We fix the first regularization parameters
and vary the second regularization parameters at different
scaling levels. As shown in Fig. 6, the performances of the
proposed methods (exAD and fsAD) are relatively stable when
the scalars of second regularization parameters are in the range
of (0.15, 0.55).
Signal detection performance Lastly, we examine the sig-
nal detection performances associated with different channel
estimation methods. In this simulation, we apply the same
settings as in the first two but fix α = {0.4, 0.25, 0.4} and
{τ2, ν2, λ2} = 0.5‖Z‖2,∞. We obtain the estimated channel
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the channel estimation methods for different values
of β ∈ [0 : 0.05 : 1] with α = {0.3, 0.2, 0.5}, {τ1, ν1, λ1} = α‖Z‖2 ,
{τ2, ν2, λ2} = β‖Z‖2,∞ , M = 120, S = ⌊0.05M⌋, K = 10, P = 20
and L = 10.
matrices by different channel estimation methods for different
numbers of BS antennas ranging from 60 to 120. Then, each
estimated channel matrix is employed for signal detection over
105 signal samples. For channel matrices estimated by LS
or LS-SLS methods, the traditional ZF receiver is employed
in the signal detection process due to its good performance
at high SNR. Since our proposed method can estimate the
channel matrix and locate the indices of faulty antennas
simultaneously, the improved ZF receiver is applied for signal
detection.
Fig. 7a shows the channel estimation error for different
methods. It can be seen that the proposed approaches achieve
better performance. The symbol error rate for 8-PSK modula-
tion based on different estimated channel matrices are shown
in Fig. 7b. The figure also presents two oracle performances:
‘PChn’ represents the results obtained by assuming perfect
knowledge on the channel matrix and using the traditional
ZF receiver; ‘PChn+O’ represents the results obtained by
assuming perfect knowledge on both the channel matrix and
the indices of faulty antennas and employing the improved ZF
receiver. The performance gap between the two oracle curves
verifies our asymptotic analysis on the benefit of knowing
the indices of faulty antennas in Section III. In addition,
the performance gap between the MMSE and our proposed
algorithms further demonstrates such a benefit. It can be seen
that our proposed methods provide better signal detection
performance than other methods.
V. DISCUSSIONS
A. SDP characterizations of the algorithms
Intuitively, the superior performance of our proposed
method can be attributed to its better exploration on the
intrinsic information, that is, the application of atomic norm
instead of nuclear norm. Specifically, this can be seen through
the SDP characterizations of algorithms (33) and (35).
For the atomic norm-based approach (33), we have the
following SDP characterization
argmin
a,B,H
1
2
Tr(T (a)) + 1
2
Tr(B) + µ1‖H−Vk1‖2F (49)
s.t.
[T (a) H
H∗ B
]
 0,
where T (a) is the Hermitian Toeplitz matrix with vector a as
its first column and µ1 depends only on τ1.
The SDP characterization of (35) is given by
argmin
P,Q,H
1
2
Tr(P) +
1
2
Tr(Q) + µ2‖H−Vk1‖2F (50)
s.t.
[
P H
H∗ Q
]
 0,
where µ2 depends only on λ1. It can be observed that (50)
is a relaxation of (49) by dropping the Toeplitz constraint of
the first diagonal block in the positive semi-definite (PSD)
feasibility condition, which explains why our proposed atomic
norm-based method outperforms the stable PCP-based one.
B. Regularization parameters tuning in practice
In practical applications, the proposed atomic norm
denoising-based algorithms (exAD and fsAD) depend on
unknown regularization parameters that need to be chosen
carefully, which is known as “parameter tuning”. For gen-
eral parameterized semidefinite convex optimization problems,
there have been some studies on performing the tuning step
offline by computing an approximated regularization path
[56]–[58] and cross-validation algorithms [59]. In this part,
we propose a hybrid approach to choose the regularization
parameters for the atomic norm denoising algorithms. The
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the signal detection performances associated with channel estimation methods for different values of BS antennasM with S = ⌊0.05M⌋,
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difficulty of choosing the regularization parameters in practice
is the lack of a reference. In other words, for each pair of
regularization parameters, the quality of the estimated channel
matrix can not be verified without the knowledge on the true
channel matrix. From the first two simulations, it is observed
that the channel estimation results given by MMSE are close
to those of the proposed algorithms (exAD and fsAD). Thus,
our hybrid approach is as below.
1) Assume that A is known, and estimate the channel
matrix via MMSE.
2) Use the MMSE estimated channel matrix as a reference,
and test exAD/fsAD with different pairs of regulariza-
tion parameters within in a certain range.
3) Find the pair of regularization parameters such that the
exAD/fsAD estimated channel matrix is close to the
MMSE one.
4) The estimated indices of faulty antennas given by that
pair of regularization parameters can be obtained simul-
taneously.
5) Do signal detection with the modified MRC/ZF receiver.
The hybrid approach does not require a priori knowledge of
the regularization parameters. It uses the MMSE estimation
result as a reference and searches for the suitable pair of
regularization parameters. In Fig. 7b, the symbol error rate
of the hybrid approach with exAD is depicted. It can be seen
that the result is close to that given by the exAD method.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have considered channel estimation and
faulty antenna detection for massive MIMO systems. We have
proven that the negative effect of faulty antennas on signal
detection does not vanish even with unlimited number of BS
antennas. To mitigate this effect, an atomic norm denoising-
based approach has been proposed to simultaneously acquire
the CSI and detect the locations of faulty antennas. In addition,
we have proposed a fast algorithm which has been shown to be
a good approximation of the original algorithm. It has been
demonstrated that both the proposed approaches outperform
existing ones including conventional linear estimators and a
stable PCP-based method.
We envision several directions for future work. Firstly,
analysis on the effect of faulty antennas on other receivers
(e.g., MMSE) and possible improvements could be investi-
gated. Secondly, our analysis and algorithm have considered
the worst case scenario, i.e, no statistical knowledge on the
channel or the distortion caused by faulty antennas is assumed.
With more measurement results for massive MIMO systems
with faulty antennas, it may provide a statistical model for
the distortion noise, and hence help develop better algorithms.
Lastly, the effect of faulty antennas could be analyzed together
with other factors in practical massive MIMO systems, e.g.,
mutual coupling, element pattern, pilot contamination, and
colored noise model.
APPENDIX A
BOUND ON THE NEW ATOMIC NORM ‖H‖AN
By definition, we can write the dual norm of ‖H‖A as
‖V‖∗A = sup
‖H‖A≤1
〈V,H〉
= sup
f∈[0,1)
‖u‖2=1
∣∣∣∣
〈
u,
1√
M
V∗a(f)
〉∣∣∣∣
= sup
f∈[0,1)
∥∥∥∥ 1√MV∗a(f)
∥∥∥∥
2
= sup
f∈[0,1)
√√√√ K∑
k=1
|vk(f)|2, (51)
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where 〈V,H〉 := Re(Tr(V∗H)) and
vk(f) =
1√
M
M∑
i=1
V∗(i,k)e
j2pif(i−1). (52)
Similarly, the dual norm of ‖H‖AN is given by
‖V‖∗AN = sup
f∈[(N−1)/N ]
√√√√ K∑
k=1
|vk(f)|2, (53)
where [(N − 1)/N ] := {0, 1/N, . . . , (N − 1)/N}.
For f1, f2 ∈ [0, 1), by Bernstein’s theorem (Lemma A.1)
and a result in [60, Appendix B], we have
|vk(f1)| − |vk(f1)| ≤ 2πM |f1 − f2| sup
f∈[0,1)
|vk(f)| (54)
Lemma A.1 ( [61]). Let q(z) be any polynomial of degree n
with complex coefficients and derivative q′(z). Then,
sup
|z|≤1
|q′(z)| ≤ n sup
|z|≤1
|q(z)|. (55)
Thus,∑
k
|vk(f1)|2 −
∑
k
|vk(f2)|2 (56)
≤
∑
k
(|vk(f1)|+ |vk(f2)|)2πM |f1 − f2| sup
f∈[0,1)
|vk(f)|
≤
∑
k
4πM |f1 − f2| sup
f∈[0,1)
|vk(f)|2
≤ 4πMK|f1 − f2| sup
f∈[0,1)
∑
k
|vk(f)|2
= 4πMK|f1 − f2|(‖V‖∗A)2. (57)
Note that for any f1 ∈ [0, 1), there is a f2 ∈ [(N − 1)/N ]
with |f1 − f2| ≤ 12N , then (57) gives
sup
f∈[0,1)
∑
k
|vk(f)|2 ≤ sup
f∈[(N−1)/N ]
∑
k
|vk(f)|2
+
2πMK
N
(‖V‖∗A)2.
By substituting (51) and (53), it becomes
(‖V‖∗A)2 ≤ (‖V‖∗AN )2 +
2πMK
N
(‖V‖∗A)2.
Hence,
‖V‖∗A ≤ (1 −
2πMK
N
)−
1
2 ‖V‖∗AN . (58)
From (51) and (53), we have
‖V‖∗AN ≤ ‖V‖∗A. (59)
Thus,
‖V‖∗AN ≤ ‖V‖∗A ≤ (1 −
2πMK
N
)−
1
2 ‖V‖∗AN , (60)
and
(1 − 2πMK
N
)
1
2 ‖H‖AN ≤ ‖H‖A ≤ ‖V‖AN , (61)
which completes the proof.
We note that the above techniques of bounding the dual
norm associated with frequencies defined on uniform grids
have been used in [44], [45], [60]. Our proof generalizes the
line spectral estimation in [44], [60] into a mutiple measure-
ment vectors model and improves the lower bound in [45].
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